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DATES TO REMEMBER
11/11/21
12/11/21
25/11/21
7/12/21
8/12/21

Remembrance Day
TOMORROW STUDENT FREE DAY
Funtopia excursion; 7010
Waterworld excursion; 7007, 7008 & 7009
Graduation

Our NAPLAN data for 2018, 2019 and 2021 shows we
are beginning to make some progress. Although the
graphs look like a roller coaster with some outcomes
going up and down, we are seeing some positive growth

Dear Parents and Caregivers,
Only four weeks to go....
And there’s still so much to do. Tomorrow during the
Student Free Day the WGS team will gather to look at our
successes, challenges and identify our goals for the next
three years, 2022 – 2024.
Class groupings are being formed and we have started
the WGS Showcase of the Arts with the first of our
concerts held last Friday.
Graduation is looming and a very excited Year 6/7 cohort
and their teachers are getting ready to celebrate the end
of their primary years of schooling.
Uniform Policy update (Starting 2022)
Governing Council have reviewed the WGS, B-6 Uniform
policy and we continue to ask all students to wear our
school uniform. Jumpers, jackets and T-shirts (long and
short sleeved) all have the school logo – clearly showing
that students are part of the Woodville Gardens School
community. Students are encouraged to wear navy blue
shorts, skirts, trousers and leggings or checked school
dress.
We have also included advice re body piercings, reflecting
community expectations. From 2022 students will not be
allowed to have facial piercings. This will ensure that
students are safe during play and PE sessions where
there are occasions when physical contact occurs. After
consultation with cultural groups, nose piercings are
usually for children older than those at primary school.

in Year 5 and some impressive growth in the number of
children in the higher bands.
We have also seen improvement in the number of
children demonstrating improvement in aspects such as
sentence structure.
Pt Adelaide District Representation
Congratulations to Divyesh, Campbell, Bradey and
Maneet. Whilst
the team lost all
games the boys
played with
commitment,
with Mr Shane
Chatto as
coach.

Improved writing results but there’s more to achieve
Writing became a whole school goal at the beginning of 2019
after our data showed we were succeeding in reading

but our writing was lacking.

Years B – 6
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‘Begin with the end in Mind’
Franklin Cove
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Multicultural Festival : Celebrating our Community

Celebrating Diwali with
mehndi or henna
designs by Vinti,
Dimple and Thushi’s
mum.

At Pre-school this term
we have been
celebrating with our
community.
We celebrated Diwali
by learning about
rangoli and diyas, and
creating our own.
Vinti, Dimple and some
of our parents did
henna designs on our
hands.
We are celebrating all
of the cultural
backgrounds in our
community through
food, cultural dress and
dancing.

Making clay diyas for Diwali.

Making lanterns and
paper chains with Ly.
CJ and Imran create their
own mehndi designs.
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Using natural materials to create nature rangoli.

Ishveen and her mum taught us a dance
from northern India. Dimple taught us a
dance from southern India. Learning new
dance moves helps to strengthen children’s
motor skills, sense of rhythm and creative
movement.

Kate brought in her
Irish dancing costume
and we learned some
Irish dancing steps to
traditional Irish music.

Vinti and Dimple
show us how to
wrap and wear a
sari.
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